
AIFF
Stands for "Audio Interchange File Format." AIFF is an audio format originally developed by Apple 
Computer for storing high-quality sampled audio data.

Bitmap
A bitmap is a map of dots, or bits (hence the name), that looks like a picture as long you are sitting a 
reasonable distance away from the screen.

BMP
The BMP format is a commonly used raster graphic format for saving image files. 

GIF
The letters "GIF" actually stand for "Graphics Interchange Format," but you don't need to remember that.

JPEG
Stands for "Joint Photographic Experts Group," because that is the name of the committee that developed 
the format.

MP3
Stands for "MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3." MP3 is popular compressed audio file format that helped popularize 
digital music downloads beginning in the late 1990s. 

MPEG
Stands for "Moving Picture Experts Group." The MPEG organization, which works with the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO), develops standards for digital audio and video compression.

Page Layout
Refers to the arrangement of text, images, and other objects on a page.

PDF
Stands for "Portable Document Format." PDF is a multi-platform file format developed by Adobe Systems. 
A PDF file captures document text, fonts, images, and even formatting of documents from a variety of 
applications

PNG
Stands for "Portable Network Graphic." This format was designed as an alternative to the GIF format 
(which has been plagued by copyright issues).

Vector Graphic
are comprised of paths, which are defined by a start and end point, along with other points, curves, and 
angles along the way. 

Zip
The zip file (.zip) is a "zipped" or compressed file. For example, when you download a file, if the filename 
looks like this: "filename.zip," you are downloading a zipped file. "Zipping" a file involves compressing one 
or more items into a smaller archive. A zipped file takes up less hard drive space and takes less time to 
transfer to another computer.
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